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Professional Microsoft IIS 8Wrox Press, 2012


	WINDOWS SERVER 2012 is the latest incarnation of Microsoft’s successful server platform. Included

	is a new version of IIS, now in its eighth incarnation.





	IIS 8.0 isn’t the revolutionary change in architecture that IIS 7.0 was. However it offers much new

	functionality, absorbing many of the standalone...
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Crop Improvement Under Adverse ConditionsSpringer, 2012

	Plant development and productivity are negatively regulated by various environmental stresses. Abiotic stress factors such as heat, cold, drought, and salinity represent key elements limiting agricultural productivity worldwide. Thus, developing crop plants with the ability to tolerate abiotic stresses is a critical need which demands modern...
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Software Project Estimation: Intelligent Forecasting, Project Control, and Client Relationship ManagementApress, 2019

	Have you been on projects where halfway down the road it seems increasingly

	unlikely that you will finish as desired, but you can’t put your finger on it and

	simply push through with a growing resentment? Have you been in meetings

	where scope discussions get increasingly difficult and depressing, ultimately

	sucking the...
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MintDuino: Building an Arduino-compatible Breadboard MicrocontrollerMake Books, 2011

	
	
		The MintDuino is deceiving—this little tin of electronics is capable of providing
	
		the brains for an unlimited number of devices limited only by your imagination…
	
		and, of course, your bank account.
	


	
		While the MintDuino is certainly capable of being used during a moment of
	
		inspiration,...
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Vitamin K in Health and Disease (Oxidative Stress and Disease)CRC Press, 2009

	Vitamin K: Past, Present, Future


	Essential for normal blood coagulation, possible roles in bone, vascular, and tumor metabolism, and a nutrient critical to the health of the newborn infant -- these are just some of the many health-promoting aspects of Vitamin K. Vitamin K in Health and...
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Linux For Dummies, 6th EditionFor Dummies, 2005
Welcome to the fascinating world of open source software that is Linux. In this book, I introduce you to the wonders of the Linux operating system, originally created as a labor of love by Linus Torvalds in the early 1990s. My goal is to initiate you into the rapidly growing ranks of Linux users and enthusiasts busily rewriting the rules for the...
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Software Project ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 1999
This work covers the fundamentals and the developments in the field of software project management. This second edition covers a wide range of international standards, for example: PRINCE, for which a new version (V2) of this standard has recently been produced; BS 6079 which was published by the British Standard in 1996; EuroMethod, which was...
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Essential Mac OS X Panther Server AdministrationO'Reilly, 2005
From the command line to Apple's graphical tools, this book uses a thorough, fundamental approach that leads readers to mastery of every aspect of the server.  Full of much-needed insight, clear explanations, troubleshooting tips, and security information in every chapter, the book shows system administrators how to utilize the...
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Fibrogenesis: Cellular and Molecular Basis (Medical Intelligence Unit)Springer, 2005


	This book is written to provide in-depth and current information on the

	molecular basis of fibrotic diseases in various tissues and organs. Why do we need a

	new book on fibrosis? Several currently available books on fibrosis are mostly

	devoted to specific tissue or organ systems; in contrast, this book is especially

	designed to...
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Basic Sciences in Ophthalmology: Physics and ChemistrySpringer, 2013

	Basic Sciences in Ophthalmology aims to link clinical ophthalmology directly to its basic science roots. This first volume describes the physics and chemistry required for a sound understanding of modern ophthalmology. The book opens with an extensive discussion of the interaction of light with matter and the way in which light is used...
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Lightly: How to Live a Simple, Serene, and Stress-free LifeHoughton Mifflin Co, 2019

	Do you ever feel like life is weighing you down? Like the stuff in your home, the to-dos in your schedule, the worries in your heart are too much? Make "lightly" your mantra, one lovely little word to live by, and transform your life.

	

	There's no shortage of decluttering books on the market, but Lightly...
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MATLAB Codes for Finite Element Analysis: Solids and Structures (Solid Mechanics and Its Applications)Springer, 2008
This book intend to supply readers with some MATLAB codes for finite element analysis of solids and structures.

After a short introduction to MATLAB, the book illustrates the finite element implementation of some problems by simple scripts and functions.

The following problems are discussed:

• Discrete systems,...
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